Powerful online tools for change

Introducing
Legacy Journey

Offline Legacy Journey Outputs

The Legacy Journey platform enables you to compare stewardship
communications across consortium members on a range of metrics.

View all communications in a calendar format across all legacy segments and
channels including direct mail, email, telephone and SMS.

The consortium approach

Costs and timings

Understanding what good stewardship is,
and how to apply it to an engaging and
inspiring supporter journey is vital but
difficult to do. Legacy Journey sets out to
help you answer these questions and
ultimately improve the chances of an
individual leaving a gift in their will.

April 2019:

Legacy Journey is a consortium programme
that tracks the communications received by
charity members’ potential legacy donors.
Unique seeds for each Legacy segment
including pledgers, considerers, enquirers,
and in-memory are inserted into each
consortium member’s database. All
communication channels are opted in
including direct mail, email, SMS and
telephone.

First consortium presentation

All communications received are scanned
and uploaded to the Legacy Journey
platform to be viewed immediately. The
platform can be used tactically to enhance
your individual communications as well as
strategically to improve the entire supporter
journey.

Programme kicks off with initial consortium
members

October 2019:
Second group of clients join consortium

Spring 2020:
April 2020 – March 2021 onwards:
Annual programme cycle
Invitations to join the initial 2019 consortium
will be held open until the end of March
2019. There will then be a second
opportunity to join in October 2019.
The Legacy Journey programme will then
revert to an annual cycle from 2020, which
runs from April to March.
Founder consortium membership is

£6,000 per annum +VAT (Pro rata)

Get in touch
To ﬁnd out more please contact Richard Hill
at r.hill@legacyforesight.co.uk

LegacyForesight

Each communication can be ‘clicked’ so the entire PDF creative can be viewed.
The charting section allows comparison against peer charities across existing
Legacy Monitor segments and new Legacy Journey segments i.e. by channel,
product and communications type.

How much do you
really understand
your supporters’
legacy journey?

LegacyForesight

Six ways to improve your supporters’ legacy journey
1
Ensure the planned supporter experience
matches the ACTUAL experience received
Experience shows that your carefully planned
supporter journey very rarely matches the actual
journey received. Events, trading, campaigns and digital
marketing often have access to supporter records and
send their own communications that aren’t holistically
planned as part of the supporter journey.

2
Internal audit and prove GDPR compliance
Having an external party real time mystery shopping all
your legacy communications will ensure that you
always know that what is being received by your
supporters. This will give you peace of mind and
validate your marketing programme should any
regulatory issues arise.

Learn from good practice

4

Do you find that other charities have a more evolved
programme? Learn from ‘peer’ charities through the
breadth and frequency of communications and
‘quality’ of communications.

Gain inspiration for creative and copy

5

You can search a wide range of up to date
communications across direct mail, email, SMS and
telephone. E.g. If you are looking for good examples of
nurturing or recognition communications, or if you
want to refine your searches even further and look at
specific examples of copy and key messaging i.e. Gift
Aid and privacy statements.

3
Understand how stewardship trends are
changing

6

Over time many internal and external factors help to

Evidence the need for change

shape stewardship trends; from charities committing

Are you looking to revamp your stewardship journeys
or do you need more budget for creative? By using the
wealth of consortium insight, you can demonstrate
that other charities are making that change.

more resource, to change in fundraising regulations
and the evolving needs of the donors. Make sure you
are at the forefront of change as it happens.

